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Mediation of al-Ghayb through a Jali from Ahmedabad, India
This essay explores a set of carved sandalwood jali models (Fig. 1) from a mosque in
Ahmedabad, India, as a mediation of the Islamic concept of al-Ghayb (the Unseen).
Specifically, mediation will be analysed in the forms of definition and revelation as suggested
by Patterson.1 Guided by the discipline of visual culture’s underlying occupation with the Other
as identified by Thomas Mitchell and Nicholas Mirzoeff, and underpinned by Irit Rogoff’s
analysis of the formation of meaning,2 I investigate the threshold at which the object and
subject of seeing encounter each other. Sight, thus, constitutes the most relevant sense for
my explorations.
The objects were originally held in the India Museum but transferred to the V&A after
the former’s closure in 1879, together with other architectural models from Ahmedabad’s
Muhafiz Khan mosque.3 Lack of evidence to the contrary indicated these models were also
produced for this mosque as they display attributes similar to other jalis from the same
locality and time period.4

Fig. 1 Model of four jalis (pierced window screens, carved sandalwood). Produced ca. 1800-55.
Based on 15th or 16th century originals from a mosque in Ahmedabad, India.
V&A museum nos. 01130:1 to 4.
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Directly set into a building’s wall, jalis constitute a frequent element of mosque
architecture. However, they are not unique to mosques. Jalis can be found in private houses,
palaces, or public buildings. In a practical sense, they allow for cooling air circulation, privacy,
and protection from harsh sunlight. Yet as an index of Islamic visual culture, jalis operate on a
symbolic level, shifting effortlessly across the functional spectrum from physical to
metaphysical.
The Qur’an reinforces and solidifies al-Ghayb as an important concept in Islam. In fact,
scholars have suggested a constant engagement with al-Ghayb as the defining feature of
Islamic culture across time and geographies.5 Al-Ghayb refers to that which is concealed in
both the transcendental and divine realms as well as to earthly events of which only God is
aware.6 This cultural specificity can be situated in the context of Hans Belting’s argument of
light as a symbolic form,7 staged as such through geometric grids. The path of vision from
interior to exterior is partly obstructed by the intricate yet heavily carved jali lines, which play
on a mystical conception of light. Light has been defined in various ways across Qur’an and
Hadith.8 Crucially, light may refer to both visible and invisible instances, often viewed as a
manifestation of God’s existence,9 whilst simultaneously denoting themes of knowledge and
enlightenment, which in turn underpin the concept of the Unseen: al-Ghayb can be situational
(revealed to some humans but not others) or absolute (hidden for all and only known to God),
a transcendent relationship in which “the Seen world itself stands [...] to the Unseen world as
metaphor does to [absolute] Truth,”10 as defined by Shahab Ahmed.
Considerations of light have therefore most probably always played significant roles in
Islamic architecture. The carvings introduce and define negative space by screening out light
as opposed to allowing it to flood in as an undefined entity.11 Exterior light casts silhouettes
onto interior walls and floors, reproducing the four- and eight-fold carved patterns in an ever
expanding rhythm of light and shadow. Infinite iterations that surpass our visible material
world - and the object itself - are suggested. As a manifestation of al-Ghayb, this tessellation
conjures up a mystical atmosphere, thereby defining the mosque as a revered space and
localising the observer within it.
Moreover, the view through the jali is one-directional. An interior-exterior difference in
light levels obscures the mosque’s interior depth to outside observers. Occupants of the
sacred building are visible only to each other, another hint towards the presence of al-Ghayb.
The jali does not represent a connection to an outside world mirroring the human condition, as
windows have often been understood in European early modern intellectual traditions, e.g. by
the Renaissance concept of Alberti’s window, which emphasised the importance of three
dimensionality in perspective painting.12 The jali does not rely on a fixed position of
observation, but allows for experiencing a myriad of centres.13 Just as al-Ghayb remains
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unstatic, the patterns flicker and change following the movement of the sun or other light
sources (lanterns, candles), which guide the gaze. In order to be perceived, the geometric
forms rely on opposites: light and shadow, the visible and invisible, the exterior and interior, the
known and unknown. Similar to Kenzari and Elsheshtawy’s analysis of the mashrabiya’s
intended purpose,14 the jali conceals the sacred while calling for its opposite; revelation.
The patterns operate not as abstraction but as presentation, constituting a threshold
to an inward dimension. Observation of the patterns activates what Necipoğlu and Minissale
term “internal senses,”15 a process of perception arising from relationships between
“placement, repetition, balance, symmetry and asymmetry, contrast and rhythm,”16 all of which
are contained in geometry. This aspiration is mirrored in other artistic media of contemporary
Muslim India, which underlines the significance of a perpetual inward engagement with
al-Ghayb across Islamic culture. For example, discussing sixteenth century Mughal painting,
Minissale describes how “the space of meaning [is] entered by way of the mind freed of the
phenomenal consciousness of the viewer’s body.”17 I argue that the jali serves a comparable
function. As propounded by Shaw, the patterns “signal something beyond what is immediately
visible” and their interpretation “relies on the productive associations of the viewer.”18 Once
confronted with the jali’s carvings and the shadows they cast, the observer’s gaze is turned
around and directed inwardly, encouraging a personal contemplation of al-Ghayb.
In its present context as part of the V&A’s collection, the object stands twice removed
from its primary purpose. As a model, it would not have been installed in a mosque in the first
place. But since it is not currently on display, it has been severed from any original
communicative capacity and geographical location. Given the importance of the Unseen in
Islamic visual culture, the object remains out of place in a setting that aims to universally
clarify. Consistent with Hegelian philosophy, the advent of museums favoured a theoretical
engagement with objects, which led to the “loss of locali[s]ed meaning” and reduced any
“sensory experience of objects [...] to sight”19 as pointed out by Shaw. Hidden in storage,
emphasis can rest only on physical constitution, denying the object perceptual, mediative
agency.
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Image Source
Fig. 1 screenshot taken from:
V&A. Model of a jali window screen in Ahmedabad mosque. 2003. Accessed Nov. 5,
2021.<https://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O74029/model-of-a-jali-window-architectural
-model-unknown/>.
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